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This guide offers an introduction to the dialect of Spanish spoken in Panama. It includes an
overview of the language and culture and lots of words and phrases that can be put to daily use.
Topics covered include slang. money, transportation, cusine, history and other topics as well as
the core vocabulary that you would expect from a language course.

Praise for Rough Country“Rich, satisfying, and frequently hilarious.”—Stephen King,
Entertainment Weekly“Sandford takes literary chances, and he succeeds brilliantly here with
Minnesota state cop Virgil Flowers. The characters, especially Flowers, come vividly and
delightfully to life, and the dialogue is sprightly, witty, and sometimes sexy. Sandford writes
entertainment that’s not to be missed. Grade: A.”—The Cleveland Plain Dealer “Unexpected
twists...Sandford excels at all the required elements of the novelist: plot, personality, and prose.
The melding is masterful and produces an exquisitely paced book at once beautiful and profane,
a story that fans of both crime-novel approaches can enjoy. He makes Flowers as appealing and
captivating a character as always. With a confident touch, Sandford brings it all home in Rough
Country.”—Richmond Times-Dispatch“An entertaining romp...Sandford has long been one of the
best crime series mystery writers around. He keeps the pages turning and the dialogue
snapping better than anyone this side of Elmore Leonard. An entertaining...and completely
engrossing page-turner.”—The Post and Courier“Fast-paced [and] action-packed.”—
Minneapolis Star Tribune“It’s a complicated case, but Virgil is up to the task, and, as always, he’s
funny, smart, and tough when he needs to be.”—Publishers WeeklyAbout the AuthorJohn
Sandford is the pseudonym for the Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist John Camp. He is the author
of the Prey novels, the Kidd novels, the Virgil Flowers novels, and six other books, including
three YA novels co-authored with his wife Michele Cook.From Publishers WeeklyNear the start
of bestseller Sandford's winning third thriller to feature Virgil Flowers of the Minnesota Bureau of
Criminal Apprehension (after Heat Lightning), Virgil gets a call while muskie fishing from his
boss, Lucas Davenport (the hero of Sandford's long-running Prey series). Lucas orders Virgil to
look into the shooting death of Erica McDill, an ad agency exec from Minneapolis and a big
supporter of the Democratic Party, who was staying at the Eagle Nest Lodge in nearby Grand
Rapids. A talk with lodge owner Margery Stanhope turns up unusual details: Margery's clientele
is mostly lesbian; an all-female rock band is involved; guests who are so inclined can buy young
men for an evening's pleasure; and financial reasons could explain the murder. It's a complicated
case, but Virgil is up to the task, and, as always, he's funny, smart and tough when he needs to
be—and catnip to the ladies. 500,000 first printing. (Oct.)Copyright © Reed Business
Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverVirgil Flowers has always been known for having a



somewhat active social life, but it looks like his fun is about to be put on hold. While competing in
a fishing tournament in a remote area of northern Minnesota, he gets a call from Lucas
Davenport to investigate a murder at a nearby resort where a woman has been shot while
kayaking. The resort is for women only, a place to relax, get fit, recover from plastic surgery, and
commune with nature. This job is going to be very hard on Virgil.As Virgil begins investigating,
he finds a web of connections between the people at the resort, the victim, and some local
women, notably a talented country singer. The more he digs, the more he discovers that the
arrows of suspicion point in many directions. There's a laundry list of motives: jealousy,
blackmail, greed, anger, and fear. But when Virgil learns that this is actually the second murder
at the resort, his investigation begins to take shape, and he's reasonably sure there will be a
third. As for the fourth murder -- well, Virgil better hope he can catch the killer before that
happens, because he's apt to be the victim.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.1THE AUGUST HEAT WAS
slipping away with the day. A full moon would climb over the horizon at eight o’clock, and the
view across Stone Lake should be spectacular.All tricks of the light, McDill thought. Her father
taught her that.A full moon on the horizon was no larger than a full moon overhead, he’d told her,
as a small child, as they stood hand in hand in the backyard. The larger apparent size was all an
optical illusion. She hadn’t believed him, so he’d proven it by taking a Polaroid photograph of a
harvest moon on the horizon, the biggest, fattest, yellowest moon of the year, then comparing it
to another shot of the moon when it was overhead. And they were the same size.He took pride in
his correctness. He was a scientist, and he knew what he knew.McDill ran an advertising
agency, and she knew her father was both right and wrong. Technically he was correct, but you
wouldn’t make any money proving it. You could sell a big fat gorgeous moon coming over the
horizon, shining its ass off, pouring its golden light on whatever product you wanted to sell, and
screw the optical illusion....MCDILL SLIPPED across the water in near silence. She was
paddling a fourteen-foot Native Watercraft, a canoe-kayak hybrid designed for stability. Good for
a city woman, with soft hands, who wasn’t all that familiar with boats.She didn’t need the stability
this evening, because the lake was glassy-flat, at the tag end of a heat wave. The forecasters
were predicting that the wind would pick up overnight, but nothing serious.She could hear the
double-bladed paddle pulling through the water, first right, then left, and distantly, probably from
another lake, either an outboard or a chain saw, but the sound was so distant, so intermittent, so
thready, that it was like aural smoke—a noise on the edge of nothingness. Aquatic insects were
hatching around her: they’d come to the surface and, from there, take off, leaving a dimple in the
water.A half-mile out from the lodge, she paddled toward the creek that drained the lake. The
outlet was a crinkle in a wall of aspen, across a lily-pad flat, past a downed tree where five
painted turtles lined up to take the sun. The turtles plopped off the log when they spotted her,
and she smiled at the sight and sound of them. Another few yards and she headed into the
creek, which pinched down to hallway-width for twenty yards or so, and around a turn to an open
spot, rimmed with cattails.The pond, as she called it, was a hundred and fifty yards long, and



fifty wide. At the end of it, where the creek narrowed down and got about its real business—
running downhill—a white pine stood like a sentinel among the lower trees. A bald eagle’s nest
was built high in the tree, and on most evenings, she’d see one or both of the eagle pair coming
or going from the nest.From down the lake, a few minutes earlier, she’d seen one of them
leaving, looking for an evening meal. She idled toward the pine, hoping she’d see the bird
coming back, then leaned back in the seat, hung the paddle in the side-mounted paddle holder,
spread her legs and let her feet dangle over the side of the boat, in the warm summer water.Felt
the sun on her back. Dug in a polypro bag, found a cigarette and a lighter, lit the cigarette,
sucked in a lungful of smoke.Perfect. Almost.Perfect, if only her mind would stop
running.MCDILL RAN AN ADVERTISING AGENCY, Ruff-Harcourt-McDill, in Minneapolis. Ruff
was dead, Harcourt retired; and Harcourt, two weeks earlier, had agreed to sell his remaining
stock to McDill, which would give her seventy-five percent of the outstanding shares.Absolute
control.So excellent.She’d toyed with the idea of a name change—Media/McDill, or McDill Group
—but had decided that she would, for the time being, leave well enough alone. Advertising
buyers knew RHM, and the name projected a certain stability. She would need the sense of
stability as she went about weeding out the...Might as well say it: weeds.THE AGENCY, over the
years, had accumulated footdraggers, time-wasters, slow-witted weeds more suited for a job,
say, in a newspaper than in a hot advertising agency. Getting rid of them—she had a list of
names—would generate an immediate twelve percent increase in the bottom line, with virtually
no loss in production. Bodies were expensive. Some of them seemed to think that the purpose of
the agency was to provide them with jobs. They were wrong, and were about to find that out.
When she got the stock, when she nailed that down, she’d move.The question that plagued her
was exactly how to do it. The current creative director, Barney Mann, was smart, witty,
hardworking, a guy she wanted to keep—but he had all kinds of alliances and friendships
among the worker bees. Went out for drinks with them. Played golf with them. Lent some of them
money. He was loved, for Christ’s sakes. He was the kind of guy who could turn a necessary
managerial evolution into a mudslinging match.And he’d done an absolutely brilliant job on the
Mattocks Motor City campaign, no question about it. Dave Mattocks thought Mann was a genius
and the Motor City account brought in nine percent of RHM’s billings in the last fiscal year. Nine
percent. If you lost an account of that size, you lost more than the account—other buyers would
wonder why, and what happened, and might think that RHM was losing its edge.McDill wanted
to keep Mann, and wondered how much of a saint he really was. Suppose she took him to
dinner and simply put it on him: a partnership, options on ten percent of the stock, a million
bucks up front, and no fuss when the ax came down.In fact, he might usefully soften the blow to
the people who were...remaindered. Maybe he could take charge of an amelioration fund, little
tax-deductible money gifts to be parceled out as needed, to keep any pathetic tales of woe out
of the media. Wouldn’t have to be much....MCDILL DRIFTED, thinking about it.And her thoughts
eventually drifted away from the agency, to the upcoming evening, about her sneaky date the
night before, and about Ruth. She’d outgrown Ruth. Ruth was settling into middle-aged hausfrau



mode, her mind going dull as her ass got wider. She was probably at home right now, baking a
pumpkin pie or something.In a way, McDill thought, the takeover of the agency changed
everything.Everything.The agency was hot, she was hot.Time to shine, by God.THE EAGLE
CAME BACK.She saw it coming a half-mile out, unmistakable in its size, a giant bird floating
along on unmoving wings.A thousand feet away, it carved a turn in the crystalline air, like a skier
on a downhill, and banked away.McDill wondered why: the eagles had never been bothered by
her presence before. She was farther away now than she had been last night, when she coasted
right up to the tree trunk.Huh. Had the eagle sensed something else?McDill turned and scanned
the shoreline, and then, in her last seconds, saw movement, frowned, and sat forward. What was
that? A wink of glass...The killer shot her in the forehead.--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileVirgil Flowers might seem too laid-back and good-looking
to be a cop, but he has an uncanny knack for applying his languid masculine charms to suspects
who harbor secrets. When Flowers's Northern Minnesota fishing trip is interrupted by a murder
at a nearby lodge, he quickly discovers intriguing and unsettling details. Eric Conger infuses
Flowers with a well-balanced combination of charm and bluster as he unravels the connection
between the mostly lesbian clientele at the rustic lodge and an all-female country band from the
local watering hole. Conger adds depth to some of the women in the story, including an
attractive local resident who might have more association with the murder than Flowers would
like to find. N.M.C. © AudioFile 2010, Portland, Maine --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Panamanian SpanishKeithlyn Coronado G.First edition, 27th April 2022. All rights reserved. ©
Historical Audiobooks LLCCopyright: In accordance with the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976, the
scanning, uploading, and electronic sharing of any part of this book without the permission of
the publisher is unlawful piracy and theft of the author intellectual property. If you would like to
use material from this book (other than for review purposes), prior written permission must be
obtained by contacting the publisher.Notice of Rights: All rights reserved. No part of this book
may be reproduced or transmitted in any form by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopy,
recording or other without the prior written permission of the publisher.Notice of Liability: Neither
the author, publisher, nor any dealer or distributor of this book will be held liable for any
damages caused either directly or indirectly by anything contained in this book.Panamanian
SpanishPanamanian SlangPanamanian MoneyTransportation in PanamaThe Panamanian
Informal DialectHow to talk to PanamaniansPanamanian CuisinePanamanian HistoryNorth
American Influence On PanamaGreetingsMannersNamesResponsesQuantitiesOther Useful
wordsFoodsVehiclesPositionsBasic questionsTimeDays Of The
WeekSeasonsWeatherEmotionsPeopleColorsAnimalsPlacesAdjectivesPanamanian
SpanishDue to its geographical position, Panama has been a country of great interest to the
world powers from its early stages, which have left traces of their own native tongues in the local
Spanish dialect. One of the main influences on Panamanian Spanish is the English of the United
States, partly due to the prolonged existence of the Panama Canal Zone, an unincorporated
territory of the United States that existed for about 80 years within Panama. You’ll also notice
some influence from France, South America, Africa, Caribbean dialects and different dialects
from the native tribes as you learn Panamanian Spanish.Panamanian SlangThese words and
phrases are used on a daily basis by panamanians but just in casual or informal settings.Qué
xopá: One of the most popular phrases from Panama is ‘Que Xopa’. It’s a variation of the phrase
‘Qué pasó’ (What happened?) and it is used as a greeting, similar to how English speakers use
‘What’s up’. Qué xopá is mostly used by younger generations.Fren: Comes from the english
word ‘Friend’ and has the same meaning. In a similar way, we use words like ‘Bro’ (Short for
brother), ‘Hermano’ (Brother in spanish), ‘Compa’ (Short for compadre) or ‘Pasiero’ to address a
friend or someone we know.Ex: ¿Qué xopá fren? ¿Todo bien? / What’s up friend? Everything
alright?Guapin / Juatapin: These are also casual greetings that come from the English phrases
‘What happened’ and ‘What’s happening’. These are more commonly used by older
generations.Priti / Cool / Chévere: These three words are used to describe something nice or
positive. As you may notice, ‘priti’ and ‘cool’ come from the English words ‘pretty’ and ‘cool’.Ex:
Te compraste un carro nuevo ¡Qué priti! / You bought a new car, How cool!Ex: Tu nuevo carro
está priti. / Your new car is pretty.Áyala vida: An expression used to denote surprise or when
something negative happens. Some variations can be: ‘Áshala vida’, ‘Áyala vida loco’ or just the
word ‘Áyala’.Ex: ¡Áyala vida! Se me olvidaron las llaves. / ¡Oh shoot! I forgot my keys.Chuzo:
Similar to ‘Áyala vida’, ‘Chuzo’ is also used as an expresión for when something negative
happens. You might also hear ‘Chuzo loco’, which is just another variation.Ex: ¡Chuzo loco!



Fracasé en el exámen. / ¡Oh shoot! I failed the exam.Meto: Also an expression to denote
disbelief, surprise, or joy, but this is mostly used in the panamanian region of Chiriquí.Ex: ¡Meto!
Qué lugar tan bonito. / ¡Meto! What a beautiful place.Dale pues: Means ‘Ok’ or ‘Go ahead’.Offi:
Short for ‘Official’. Means ‘Ok’.Salado/Salao (salty): Someone who is ‘salado’ is someone who
has bad luck.Chicha ‘e piña (Pinapple Juice): Means easy.Ex: El examen estaba chicha ‘e piña. /
The exam was easy.Arroz con mango (Rice with mango): Means a mess or a problem. In a
similar way panamanians also use the phrase ‘trepa que sube’.

The book by John Sandford has a rating of  5 out of 1.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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